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Techniques and Devices for Solving Selected
Problems Associated with the Use of
Electronic Data-Processing Equipment
B Y ROBERT G . WRIGHT
PRINCIPAL, CHICAGO O F F I C E

Presented at Conference on Digital Computers and Data Processors
at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan — August, 1955

Problems associated with business applications of electronic dataprocessing machines are many and varied. Each application has its
peculiar requirements, presenting problems which test the ingenuity of
the programmer. However, certain problems are common to many
business applications. Recognizing this, equipment manufacturers are
developing new techniques and devices to facilitate the handling of the
more common problems.
Three problems will be discussed: file maintenance, input-output,
and sorting. In each case the problem will be defined and selected solutions will be explained by reference to techniques and devices of specific
makes of electronic data-processing equipment.
FILE MAINTENANCE
Definition
File maintenance, in data-processing terminology, is a procedure
whereby a master file, containing a perpetual set of records or data, is
"up dated" periodically to include the effect of current transactions or
changes. Master files may be maintained on magnetic tape. Or, if storage capacity of a given system is adequate, the files may be maintained
in internal memory. Transactions or changes may be introduced through
any input medium, but punched cards and magnetic tape represent the
most usual method.
Generally, the master file is arranged in a numerical or alphabetical sequence. When practicable it is more efficient to arrange the
changes in the same sequence before processing against the perpetual
records. Frequently, however, it is not practicable to so arrange the
transactions because: (1) sorting, in many instances, is a costly operation on data processing equipment; (2) sorting with standard punchedcard equipment involves, under some systems, costly conversion to
tapes and may be too time-consuming; or (3) transactions received in
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random sequence may need immediate processing, allowing no time for
accumulation of batches for pre-sorting.
The Problem
Selection of the best equipment for a file maintenance application
will be governed by the size of the master file (in digits and characters),
the number and frequency of changes to be processed, and the time schedule allotted by the customer for completing each processing run. Thus,
over-all speed and storage capacity (internal and external) are important
considerations. But in addition to these general equipment capabilities,
specific devices and techniques have been "built-in" into certain dataprocessing systems to expedite file maintenance.
The problem is how to increase the speed of access to a large file
of stored data. Selected solutions developed by manufacturers to date
are discussed under these assumed conditions:
(1) Master file on magnetic tape, change file on tape and in sequence.
(2) Master file on magnetic tape, change file on any input medium
and in random sequence.
(3) Master file stored internally, change file in random sequence.
Magnetic Tape - Changes in Sequence
Assume that a master file contains 75,000 inventory items and that
changes involving 5,000 of the items are to be processed against this
file. The changes are in the same sequence on one tape unit as the master file is on another tape unit.
IBM Type 702 (without buffers):
This type of file maintenance problem might be processed on the
Type 702 as follows: Read the first change item and the first master item
into memory. Compare the stock numbers of the two items. If the stock
number of the change item is larger than that of the master item, write
the master item on an output tape, read the next master item into memory, and repeat the comparison. When the stock numbers are found to
be equal, proceed with the up-dating routine as programmed.
Here, 75,000 master items are read, compared, and written by the
central processing unit, of which only 5,000 items result in up-dating
activity. Thus, the entire data-processing system is tied up handling
voluminous data that are not pertinent to the transations.
Processing time can be reduced through a programming technique
known as "grouping of records". Under this method a large number of
master items may be read into memory at one time, followed by a series
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of rapid comparisons. Processing time might also be minimized by
transferring data from tape to magnetic drums, as will be discussed
subsequently. But regardless of the method used, the Type 702 must
examine inapplicable data in its search for matching items.
Type 705 (with Type 777 Tape Record Coordinator):
The IBM Type 705 provides for the writing out of one record while
the next record is simultaneously being read. For each unwanted master
item, the processing time is reduced from the sum of the times to read,
process, and write to the sum of the times to read and process only.
The Type 777 Tape Record Coordinator provides for reading (from
a buffer to memory) of only the stock number, rather than the entire
record. This further reduces the time required to handle non-matching
master items, since only one field of each non-matching record is read
into the central processing unit of the Type 705.
Elecom 125 (with File Processor):
The File Processor is a separate unit operating independently of
the Elecom. With this unit the desired 5,000 master items may be selected from the master file and written on a new reel of tape.
Subse-sequ
of the Elecom. The savings in total processing time are obvious, since
the preliminary selection can be done while the Elecom is processing
some other application.
The File Processor also performs the following functions independently:
Sequence (sort)
Collate and select (merge and extract)
Separate (group, as all 30 day accounts, etc.)
RCA Bizmac (with Sorter):
The Bizmac system also includes a separate Sorter, which functions similarly to the File Processor of the Elecom.
Magnetic Tape - Changes Not in Sequence
Assume that the 5,000 change items are in the form of punched
cards and are in random sequence, the 75,000 master items being in a
pre-arranged sequence on magnetic tape. Also, assume that, for reasons previously mentioned, it is impracticable to sort the change data
into this sequence.
Electrodata Datatron:
The Datatron system features an ability to search for a given record on magnetic tape while the central unit is engaged in other process451

ing activities. Records on magnetic tape are segregated into blocks of
fixed length (20 words of 10 characters each). Each block is preceded
by an address which identifies the location of the record on the length
of tape.
The job outlined above is commenced by reading the first change
card into memory. In addition to the stock number, the card contains
the address of the tape block for the associated master record. The
master file tape unit is then directed to search for the desired record.
The tape unit reads the nearest tape block address, then moves the tape
forward or backward to reach the addressed block. While the tape is
being searched, the Datatron simultaneously processes another portion of the program (or an entirely separate program) and intermittently
queries the tape unit to determine whether the master record has been
found. When it has been found, the record is up-dated by writing directly
on the original master tape, eliminating the need for transferring the
entire file to a new reel of tape.
Ten tape units may be operated by the Datatron, but only one can be
searched at a time. Since random access to records stored on magnetic
tape is relatively time-consuming, considerable processing of other data
must often be programmed in order to maintain continuous operation of
the central processing unit.
NCR 303 (Tape Unit Model 331):
Tape search may be conducted by the NCR 303 in the manner just
explained, using sequential addresses for each block. The NCR equipment, moreover, provides that the inventory stock number can be recorded on the master tape in lieu of sequential block addresses. This
eliminates the need for a cross-reference between block addresses and
the stock numbers.
The NCR system also provides for simultaneous searching of as
many as eight tapes. Thus, by initiating several tape searches before
the files are needed by the computer, the effective random access time
to data on tapes is reduced considerably.
In either the Datatron or NCR systems, the tape search feature is
useful in applications where the change items are in the same sequence
as the master file tape. This would involve searching the master tape
in consecutive order for the next item that matches the change. The
point is - tape searching can be done faster than straight reading.
Master File Stored Internally
In large-scale systems, high-speed core memory generally does
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not have sufficient capacity for storage of voluminous master files.
Therefore, certain systems provide magnetic drums for auxiliary storage purposes.
Also, medium-scale systems, which use drums as the only medium
for internal storage, generally do not have sufficient capacity for storing
voluminous master files.
IBM Type 702-705:
These systems may contain as many as 30 drums for auxiliary internal storage. Since each drum has a capacity of 60,000 characters,
the maximum capacity is 1,800,000 characters.
Each drum is divided into 300 sections, each containing 200 characters. Each section is addressable, and may contain one or more records (or addresses of records).
A suffix, identifying the drum and section, may be affixed to each
change item. This is read into the Type 705. Records stored in the addressed drum section will then be read into the Type 705 and the particular record within that section will be selected by comparing with the
argument (stock number in our example) indicated by the change item.
Remington-Rand Univac File-Computer:
This system may contain up to 10 drums, each with a capacity of
180,000 characters, giving the same total auxiliary storage capacity as
the Type 705 drum system.
A given master record stored on the drum may be located by a
reference to the proper drum channel, followed by a search of the records contained in the channel. The procedure differs from those employed by the 705 in that data in drum storage are not transferred to a
higher-speed storage unit for searching purposes.
IBM Type 650:
This system has a maximum drum storage capacity of 20,000 digits,
hence its use for internal file storage is limited. However, reference
tables can be stored and located automatically.
For example, assume that the drum contains a table of sales prices
for all products, by trade classification. If the product number and trade
class are read into the distributor of the Type 650, a "table look-up"
command will cause the system to search the drum until the proper price
is located.
A distinguishing feature of this command is that the address of the
drum section containing the desired information need not be associated
with the transaction item or otherwise determined beforehand.
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Conclusion
For many applications, the above-described techniques do not
satisfactorily solve the random access problem associated with file
maintenance. When storage capacity is adequate, access speeds may be
too slow; when access speeds are fast enough, storage capacity may be
inadequate.
Continued research is being made by manufacturers. RemingtonRand (Sperry-Rand) is perfecting a disk (juke box) memory having a capacity of 200,000,000 characters with an average access time of approximately one second. Similar developments have been announced by IBM.
INPUT-OUTPUT
The Problem
In portions of many programs, total machine time is limited by the
speed of the various input-output devices. Many systems provide for internal processing of one transaction while another is being read into or
written out of the electronic system. Thus, routines which complete
internal processing before the other record is completely read or written
are referred to as being "tape bound" or "card bound".
The design problem, then, is to effect a balance between processing
time and input-output time in order to reduce overall machine time. In
applications involving extensive calculating or other processing the
problem is less severe. But in business applications which call for relatively simple processing, rapidity of input-output is essential.
The Solutions
Several techniques have been explored, including: (1) increasing
the speed of reading and writing; (2) providing for virtually simultaneous
reading, processing, and writing; and (3) providing for virtually simultaneous operation of multiple input or output devices.
The following discussion is limited to the manner by which magnetic tape units and buffer storage units are utilized in the application
of these techniques.
Magnetic Tape Units
Magnetic tape provides the fastest means of data input-output at
present. Accordingly, large-scale systems use magnetic tape as the
principal input-output medium. Medium-scale systems do not require
such high input-output speeds and therefore employ magnetic tape primarily for auxiliary file storage purposes.
Tape read-write speed is a function of: (1) tape moving speed;
and (2) density of character packing. Typical rates are:
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Raycom
Univac II
Type 705
Bizmac
Type 650
File-computer
Datatron
Elecom 125
Miniac

Tape
Moving
Speed
(inches/second)
100
100
75
80
75
20
60
20
39

Recording
Density
(digits/inch)
156
200
200
125
200
100
100
100
32

Maximum
Read-write
Rate
(digits/second)
56,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
15,000
2,000
6,000
2,000
1,250

Above read-write speeds include no allowance for time required
to start or stop tape drives. Since information generally is processed
in blocks or records, the effective speed for reading or writing an entire file or batch is less than the maximum rates shown.
Note that the Raycom tape moves at 100 inches a second with characters packed at 156 to the inch. These figures indicate a rate of 15,600
characters a second, but the actual rate is 56,000. This is because bits
for each character are arranged lengthwise on the tape and read serially, but 31 channels on the 3 inch-wide tape provide for parallel reading
of 31 bits at a time. In most other systems, bits comprising each character are arranged cross-wise on tape (generally in 7 channels) and
read in parallel.
Buffer Storage Units
Buffers represent additional storage capacity located (in terms
of circuitry) between an input unit and internal memory, and between
internal memory and an output unit.
Their functions include:
(1) To compensate between speed of input-output and the speed of
central processing.
(2) To temporarily store input-output data in order that several
components may operate simultaneously on separate sets of
data.
Since the buffers vary significantly between systems, further discussion is directed toward specific systems.
Datatron:
Principal input-output medium is the punched-card. A unit known
as the Cardatron serves as the buffer between punched card input-output
and the Datatron.
Input may be effected through two card-readers (any combination
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of IBM summary punches or collators). Each of the two card stations
is buffered (20 word capacity), enabling virtually simultaneous reading
from both card feeds. Card code is here converted to the Datatron
code, including the 2-digit-per-character alphabetic code. The buffers
consist of small, high-speed magnetic drums containing two format control bands. These bands contain stored programs which provide for the
spreading of card fields into desired computer words.
Output is effected through four units, operating virtually simultaneously through use of individual buffers., Any combination of IBM
summary punches or tabulating line-printers may be used. Contents
of a card or a printed line are constructed in a quick-access loop of
the Datatron, then transferred to the Cardatron buffer. Format control bands on the buffer drum contain stored programs. These, together with wiring panels on the IBM units, provide for editing and arrangement of output cards or lines.
The quick-access loop on the main drum of the Datatron (20 word
capacity) serves as a buffer for magnetic tape input-output. Up to 100
blocks of 20 words each may be transferred through these bands by one
command.
Univac File-Computer:
Any combination (except for limitation of 4 card read-punch units)
of 32 input-output devices may be operated under control of the Multiplexing Unit of the Univac File-Computer.
Input-output devices are:
Card Sensing and Punching Unit:
Handles IBM or Rem-Rand cards. Has 2 feed units, each
operating at 300 cards a minute. Has 1 punch unit, operating
at 300 cards a minute. If cards from upper feeds only are
punched, 600 cards a minute will be processed. If cards are
punched from both feeds, 300 cards a minute will be processed.
Magnetic Tape Operators:
Tape is used primarily for temporary storage, by drawing
data from the central unit and subsequently reintroducing
the data.
Paper Tape Reader:
Reads 5, 6, or 7 channel tape at 200 characters a second.
A plugboard is used to divide fixed unit record lengths into
desired field lengths.
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Paper Tape Punch:
Punches 5 channel tape at 60 characters a second or 6 or 7
channel tape at 20 characters a second.
Key Punch:
Upper half of a Rem-Rand card may be punched by operator.
The fields are arranged for internal storage through a plugboard. Processing results are then punched in lower half of
card, fields being established by plugboard.
Ten-key Adding Machine:
Data printed on adding machine tape are entered into consecutive internal storage locations by depressing the motor bar.
The number of depressions comprising each record is preset by an external switch.
Ten-key Inquiry with Printer:
For output of internally stored numerical data by keyboard
addressing.
Typewriter (Flexowriter).
Since up to 32 of the above types of input-output units can be operated virtually simultaneously, a monitor is needed to control the flow
of data.
A buffer storage unit (magnetic cores, 10 word capacity) is provided for each input-output device. Buffers may be:
(1) receiving input information
(2) filled with input data
(3) transferring input data to the system
(4) receiving output data
(5) filled with output data
(6) transferring data to an output device, or
(7) empty.
The Multiplexing unit serves as the monitor and is set to operate in
one of the following modes:
(1) Free Running:
Each buffer is scanned in sequence by the Multiplexing unit.
When first buffer filled with input data is detected, scanning
stops and data are processed according to the program for that
input device. Thereafter, scanning resumes in sequence.
(2) Fixed:
Essentially the same operation, except that scanner will also
stop at a buffer that is partially filled, allow it to fill com-.
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pletely and its contents to be processed, then pass in sequence to next filled or partially filled buffer.
(3) Demand:
Scanning is not done in sequence. Each buffer is selected
under programmed control. Only 4 input-output units may be
operated under this mode.
Some of the advantages of this system are:
(1) Permits on-line operation. For example, several billing clerks
using typewriter input-output devices could type invoices. The FileComputer could perform all arithmetical operations and print results
on the invoices. Sales distribution and statistical data could at the same
time be stored within the main memory.
Similar on-line applications can be visualized using punched-card
key punches, adding machines, and the inquiry keyboard. A l l clerks
could produce on practically a continuous basis.
(2) Permits operation of up to four separate programs (payroll,
production control, etc.) during one run of the computer. The plugboard provides for routing certain input-output units to the proper
series of program steps.
Output
Output is of major importance to users of EDPM. Large-scale
systems, thru magnetic tape and high-speed printers, apparently have
solved the problem. Bizmac's page printer is said to be capable of preparing an acre of printed material in an hour. Such capacities are seldom needed in business. A representative of one of the country's largest utilities stated that a standard punched-card tabulator can print all
of its bills on a three-shift basis.
But the output problem is quite real in the case of many of the
medium-capacity systems which do not provide for conversion of magnetic tape to printed copy. If voluminous printing is required, output
equipment of a given system should be carefully investigated. The output and conversion capabilities of certain commercial systems are
summarized in the table presented herewith.
SORTING
There are two distinct purposes for sorting data: (1) to determine totals or item counts of selected classifications of data; and (2)
to arrange detail items in a desired sequence or classification.
The first type of sorting can be called "group distribution". As
an example, a sales manager may wish to know sales totals by salesman, by territory, by class of product, or by warehouse, but may not
458
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DataFile
Univac
Elecom tron Computer Raycom
H

10
10
10
10
60
20
1,250 15,000 2,000 6,000
100
100
100
150
150
150

650

Cards/min

Paper tape to magnetic tape
Ch/sec
Magnetic tape to page
printing
Pages/sec
Magnetic tape to
paper tape
Ch/sec
Paper tape to paper
tape
Ch/sec

Punched cards to
printers
Punched cards to
magnetic tape. . .
Magnetic tape to
punched cards . . .

Auxiliary operations:
Paper tape to typewriters
Ch/sec
Magnetic tape to
typewriters. . . .
"
Magnetic
to
printers
Lines/min

Direct output:
Typewriter
Ch/sec 10
Paper tape
"
60
Magnetic tape . . .
"
600
Punched cards . . . Cards/min Printers
Lines/min -

NCR
303 Miniac

TABLE OF OUTPUT AND CONVERSION RATES

desire detail listings of individual sales comprising the several totals.
With punched-card machines, development of such totals requires extensive use of card sorters and group printing by tabulating machines.
Electronic data-processing systems perform these operations
without sorting as such. The desired totals are accumulated and stored
in the memory units of the system, frequently as a by-product of other
processing functions. The number of totals which may be accumulated
is limited only by the storage capacity of the machines.
The second type of sorting - sequencing of individual records poses more complex problems. An illustration is the arrangement of
payroll time records into employee-number sequence to facilitate processing against a master personnel file.
There are several methods of sorting data recorded on magnetic tape. Selection of the proper method is the responsibility of the
programmer, and involves consideration of the number of working tape
units to be used, the number of passes through the machine, and the
capacity of internal storage.
The Problem
There is a widespread belief that sorting (sequencing) is an inefficient application of electronic data-processing equipment - that it
is more economical to retain standard punched-card equipment for
sorting purposes.
One study disclosed the following for sorting 65,000 items on a
five-digit field:
Type 705
1-1/2 hours . . . $270 cost
Datatron
22 hours . . . $990 cost
3 punched-card sorters . . .
13 hours . . . $25 cost
However, if an electronic system has no need for punched cards
other than sorting, the cost of card-punching and card-to-tape conversion must be added to the cost of the punched-card sorting operations.
In some instances it is not practicable to use punched-card sorters
in conjunction with electronic data-processing machines. Some systems, such as the NCR 303 and the Marchant Miniac have no equipment
to provide compatibility with punched cards. Even with systems which
accept punched cards as direct input punched-card sorting may be too
time-consuming for particular applications.
Therefore, many applications will require that sorting operations
be performed by the electronic data-processing equipment. The problem is - how can the efficiency of electronic sorting be increased (or,
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how can its cost be reduced) ?
The Solutions
Various programming techniques have improved the efficiency of
electronic sorting. This discussion, however, is directed toward specific
machine characteristics which have been developed to facilitate sorting.
The usual sorting problem consists of a random file of individual
records which must be sorted into a properly arranged file. Within
each record is a field containing the sorting code, such as an employee
clock number. In many electronic systems it is necessary to read each
full record into the central storage unit before sorting steps may be
commended.
The Type 777 Tape Record Coordinator, which is available for
use with the IBM Type 705 system, permits only the sorting field of
each record to enter into high-speed storage. Thus, the more expensive components of the system need not handle data that is not pertinent to the sorting decisions. Total sorting can be reduced materially
through use of two tape record coordinators, which permit internal
operations to be performed during the time interval required to accelerate magnetic tape units.
The "main frame" of the Elecom 125 is completely freed of all
sorting problems. Sorting is done as a preliminary operation on a
separate unit known as the File Processor. Tape is read three times
as fast by the File Processor as by the Elecom. Sorting time is always
equal to the time needed to read the tapes for the required number of
passes. Five tape units are associated with the File Processor, each
of which can move related tapes either forward or backward. This feature eliminates tape rewind time in the sequencing operation.
The Miniac and the Bizmac systems also provide independent
units for sorting purposes.
Conclusion
The devices mentioned speed up the sorting operation or completely relieve the central system of this tedious chore. Where speed
is essential to the success of an application, the devices perform a valuable function.
But the devices are expensive. The purchase price of the Elecom File Processor is approximately $60,000 and the monthly rental
of the Type 777 Tape Record Coordinator is approximately $3,000.
Various other factors must be considered in determining the comparative total cost of electronic and punched-card sorting.
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